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Defeat corpser to defeat the corpse you need to wait for you to lift 3 of your legs to attack you, then when you do that shoot in the stomach. If you shoot him enough he'll scream. When he screams he opens his mouth that shines inside. Shoot in the mouth and shout again. Repeat 2 more times. After having made that 3
times the corpse will crawl backwards on a platform. The platform has two small bridges holding it. When Dom calls Wretches! Turn around and shoot the miserable ones and then confront the corpse again. The corpse will use its legs as a shield, but it can shoot the stomach through the gaps between the legs. If you do
it correctly the corpse will try to hit you with 3 legs before this happens to support one of the bridges and break the bridge. Do it again but go over the other bridge on the opposite side of the first bridge. After it sinks into the second bridge, the standing platform will fall into the lava with the corpse in it, killing it like that.
Chainsaw Madness The chainsaw in your Lancer has the ability to cut through many things if you approach it and start it. This includes doors, walls and boxes. Defeat corpser to defeat the corpse you need to wait for you to lift 3 of your legs to attack you, then when you do that shoot in the stomach. If you shoot him
enough he'll scream. When he screams he opens his mouth that shines inside. Shoot in the mouth and shout again. Repeat 2 more times. After having made that 3 times the corpse will crawl backwards on a platform. The platform has two small bridges holding it. When Dom calls Wretches! Turn around and shoot the
miserable ones and then confront the corpse again. The corpse will use its legs as a shield, but it can shoot the stomach through the gaps between the legs. If you do it correctly the corpse will try to hit you with 3 legs. Before that he walks on one of the bridges and breaks the bridge. Do it again but go over the other
bridge on the opposite side of the first bridge. After falling on to the second bridge of the platform standing, he falls into the lava with the corpse in it, killing him like that. Easily making RAAM Before you go through the door leading to RAAM make sure it's full on your grenades and you have the torque arch. Then, when
you start the fight stay on the block of the deck where you start. Shoot RAAM a few times with the torque arch to do some damage to it. Then you need to get RAAM to walk in front of your deck then take your grenades and throw them at your feet. This should kill him instantly. (Make sure you throw all of them or it won't
work). DefeatING RAAM in crazy difficulties You will need two players one player must be equipped with full boomshot and the other player must be equipped with full toruqe bow now when the battle begins to hide right behind the barricade to start a move must RAAM with the arc of toruqe or or The kryll should disperse
then while the player who fired the kryll is reloading the other player should shoot afterwards and after that player fires the weapon is reloading the other player should shoot again if properly preformed RAAM should go down pretty quickly. Kung-Fu Flip First make sure that you are somewhere you can jump on a small
block. After that make sure the jump icon is on the screen. So now your left trigger up and your right trigger down. After that he pulled the right trigger and then pulled the left trigger down. After that press A and you should be floating, if done correctly. Then press A + B, then you are free to explore the map or camp for
the whole game Note: This error should never be! It will be done in a match classified only in the player match. The Gears Act 1 Prison Area 1. After choosing the paths we continue straight ahead. The tag is under the logo. 2. In the room where lobster cut through the door. If you are in front of the door it is at the back of
the right side. 3. When you enter the outdoor courtyard, go up the small staircase on the left. It's in the left corner. Trial by fire 4. It is located in the small courtyard after leaving the building. It is to the right of the Gears logo. Your team will tell you. 5. After crossing a bridge you enter a building there will be a lot of broken



pillars. There are two emergency holes in this room. The label is behind the second on the grass. 6. This is located in the great battle zone with the fountain in the middle. The tag is in the left back corner if you face the logo. Tap Knock 7. When you enter the outside area (in front of the House of Sovereigns) with a lot of
stairs, there is a van with a logo on it and a large hole on the left. If you follow the edge of the hole up, the label is in this corner. 8. In the hallway where you fight against all the miserable, the label is in the left corner if you face the door Jack is tearing. It's easier to achieve it after you kill everything. 9. You will enter a
small room where you will find the body of Rojas (a dead alpha soldier). The tag is in the direct right corner after going down the stairs. Its behind the column. Shop China 10. Immediately after Berserker's intermission sequence, the tag is in the flame zone on one side. There's a logo in there. 11. You have to get the
Berserker to break the doors. In the third room before the final door, the label is on the last alcoy to your left if you are in front of the door. 12. Once outside after the #11, you will enter a courtyard. Go left and follow the wall. The tag is behind one of the broken blocks along the wall. You've got to get this one before you
kill Berserker. 2 Tick Boom 13. After separating, but later reunited again, you reach a room with stairs in the middle. They drive to a couch. The label is under the sofa. 14. There is a room in which you walk on walkways. I would have liked to have stayed longer if I had stayed longer. The label is below behind the stairs.
15. When you climb into the jammed front door (not on it, but before), there is a label behind the newspaper dispensers. There's a logo on it. Exit 16. After the first checkpoint there is an outdoor area where an emergency hole appears. After that there is a shed on the left. There's a propan tank in it. Shoot the tank before
going for the tag in the shed. Lethal sunset-dark maze 17. This is located in the area that should use the focus and guide Dom. It is located at the left end of the street, next to a pile of rubble. Shine light on the label after Dom pulled the switch. Dark Maze 18. After leaving a destroyed building, there is a label on the right
around the corner. That's before you get to the gas station. Law 3 Downpour 19. After separating to find an entrance to the factory, you reach an outdoor area. There are small shelters along the way. There is a shelter with an elevator. Behind it is a pier that goes out to sea. The label is at the end of the pier. 20. It is in
the room where you have to walk on the broken pavements. It's on the far right. Be sure to stay in the metal beams to reach the label. Evolution - Coalition 21. When you enter the room with the mine carts you ride, go down the stairs and turn right. The label is next to the stairs. Be sure to achieve this before activating
the carts. Darker before dawn 22. After entering the caves of the drilling rigs, follow the path and stay on the right. We go down the path to the right and we reach a steel door. The label is in front of her. 23. A little after the label #22, you will enter an area where you will fight against a little Lobster, and there is a small
building on the right. The label is to the right of the stairs leading to it. 24. After you and Dom divide and meet, you will go down a narrow step with Lobster on it. After that you'll see a Corpser moving to your left. There is a small cornice on the right. There's a label on it. There was no air conditioning in the room. Law 4
Campus Grinder 25. When entering the first area with a large fountain, look right. There are two small stairs. The label is behind the second, or further afield, one. Bad at worst 26. After leaving delta 2 behind, we arrive at a street with a car on one side and a walkway with a ton of columns on the other side. The label is
behind the left side of the car (if you are in front of the car abd not the columns). Imaginary place 27. In the second section of the house you will enter an office room. It has plenty of books and a work desk. Destroy your desktop. The label is beneath it. Act 5 Train Wreck 28. This label is right inside the door that Jack rips
open. It is located on the left side of the room. 29. This label is on the ground just before climbing the stairs to roof of the train. 30. Get to the second train car you have to drop the big tanks in order to cross. You should be on the right side of the car. There is a storage corridor on the left at the Car. You have to go left and
get into the storage room. The final label is at the end of the hallway. Be sure to get the tag before entering the side. General RAAM Easy Kill To do this you need a torque bow and another weapon of your choice, as long as it's not the longshot. When you start the fight stay. Just move if you invade your bubble. First you
need the bow. Shoot once and switch to your other weapon. If you're out, you're less likely to beat him. Whatever you do, stay away from the troika unless your use is truly qualified. But if not, then I hope you and Kryll are friends. Kill the berseker smoothly when luring the berseker out, use the dawn hammer. After using
it you will notice that the berseker has become red. Immediately after that, use a grenade and press B. This will hold the grenade to the berseker killing it instantly. Note: This is faster and easier if you use it cooperatively. One man uses the hammer at dawn and the other uses the grenade. Chainsaw explode when you
go to chainsaw someone to blow them press B then Y and RT then move the left post. Do it all at the same time. Easy way to kill boomers by pulling out a grenade and simply labeling the Boomer by pressing B. Beat The Game On Hardcore, Not Insane! By beating the game in hardcore, you can get the same campaign
accomplishments as you would if you played the game in crazy. Chainsaw Glich First hide behind a wall then when you can go around it press A and then quickly press B and hold both A and B at the same time and run at someone and they will explode. Nor can they stop them from chaining them unless it goes down.
Get the cluster slaughter to achieve the achievement of killing three enemies at once, ten times, go to stage Act 3 - Evolution. Now locate the area of the Immulsion plant where the man died when he fell down the rotten wooden floor. Take along at least one grenade and just follow the dead boy down the hole or any
other hole, if you step in the wrong place. Run around the cellar until you think you have at least three enemies following you. Tag one with a grenade attack. If you die, that's fine, as you restart right at the checkpoint of this room and you do it again. The progress of the achievement must be independent of the progress
of the game. If not, top up the checkpoint and do it again. Dealing with Wretches Wretches are very annoying as we swarm his soldier and kill him almost instantly in the middle and hard. The best way to deal with them is to use a shotgun or the alien repeater, since these weapons allow you to nail them without the
dangerous downtime of the chainsaw. The shotgun is better for the nearby situation, as you can jump the left trigger and hip fire the shotgun quickly to catch the miserable as they jump around. A slap if approaching is the only way to counter, in the absence of using A to dodge. Rapid Fire Longshot, Boomshot, or Torque
Bow shoot the longshot, boomshot, or even pair When the active charging bar reaches the wide area, press RB+B and immediately fire the weapon. If done correctly, you can keep shooting without recharging. This error doesn't hurt, but it can be a distraction. Two blocks from the player's path use the following trick while
playing in two-player mode and you get to a difficult part with a door. Let a player die at the door. This will create a blog that the Lobster cannot pass. They usually line up behind their dead partner, allowing a safe area to pick up easily. Once it's clear, just revive your partner and move on. Fighting the miserable by
fighting the miserable (small enemies who do not use weapons) attack them with body-to-body attacks. The best body-to-body strikes do not come from their Lancer chainsaw grenades and rifle. The chainsaw attack is too slow to fight the miserable when swarming, so stick to quick-sleeved punches for instant deaths.
Recover health Unlike some games, you can recover all your health in gears of war without needing to find health packages. Just stay behind to cover yourself for a few moments and watch as the bright red gear in the center of the screen vades. When the gear has disappeared comlpetely, your health will be restored.
Avoid the Kryll in chapter 2 of the game, you will be swarming by the kryll enemy every time you are in dark areas. To avoid being attacked, stay in the light zones. When there is no light in sight, locate propan jars that can explode to create some flames that will scare the kryll. Quick reload When reloading a weapon, pay
attention to the top right corner of the screen for the meter that counts down. Press the top-up button for a second time when the meter's movebar matches the stationary bar. This will give you a much faster top-up and put you back in the fight faster than normal. However, if you do not time correctly the second button
press your top-up will take longer than usual. Beat the Berserker to beat the Beserker at the end of act one, dive to the side every time she charges at you. Run through the door to your right and continue to the door at the end of the room and put your back on it. It draws the attention of the Berserkers by firing it or
checking the chainsaw. Now dive into the last moment you charge. That's going to make you break the door. Reload faster When you press RB to reload, there will be a clear bar with a small white segment somewhere along it. It will appear where the bullets used to be. There will also be a smaller white bar that moves
through the clear bar. As soon as the white bar enters the white segment, press RB again. This will reload your weapon much faster, and if cronada only perfectly, it will give you your weapon additional boost in firepower. However, if you do not do it correctly, the clear bar will turn red and take even longer to recharge
than if you had not tried. Hidden video turn on the game and wait for the war gears: Press the screen start to Do not press Start. Allow your screen to be inactive for several minutes and for a video to start playing on Emergency Day. Find Gear Labels There are thirty hidden Cog tags scattered throughout the game. They
are small and often difficult to find, but there is a brand that you can look out for so it will make finding cog labels easier. Look for large red gear logos stuck to the walls. If you find a room with this large Gear logo, examine the room and are sure to find a Cog Tag somewhere inside. Closing emergency holes When an
emergency hole opens, throw a grenade at it. This will automatically close the hole and therefore prevent the lobsters from coming out. Find C.O.G. Tags In campaign mode, look for the dead soldier symbol (red equipment with skull inside) painted on a wall, floor or other location. This indicates that the Lobsters have
killed some gear soldiers in the area. Because Gear soldiers carry C.O.G. tags, you should be able to find one nearby. Closing emergency holes trigger an even bow arrow in an emergency hole. This is a bit difficult to do, because of the straight line of fire given by the bow. However, if you are close enough to shoot while
the line of fire is arched, it is possible to do so in the hole. An even arrow stuck at the top of the hole will also close it. Defeat general RAM When it comes time to fight general RAM there are some things you should know. First, wait until the place moves away from it. You could shoot all day, but until you move you're not
going to hurt him. Use the torque arch or a grenade to scare them and then blow the hell out of it. Second, if you can get to the machine gun on the other side of the train car do it. This will scare the place and kill it quickly. Stay in the light. Good luck and happy game. General Raam Easy Kill To kill General Raam easily
and quickly, stay in the bunker that reaches the beginning of the battle. When General Raam arrives, take off running, but make sure Kryll is still in it. Go to the Troika where General Raam came from. Lob a grenade at him, then use the turret to kill him. Do this 3-4 times to win. Unlimited pause game for health, and in
the press menu: A, A, A, B, X, Up, Down, Right. If entered correctly, you'll hear a click sound. Note: If you are shot from everywhere or by cover, health will not fall. Enter the code again to disable its effect. Completed act 4 on hardcore full act 4 on hardcore difficulty. Soldier complete all acts on hardcore difficulty. Prison
break completed tutorial level at any skill level. Completed act 1 on casual full act 1 on casual difficulty. Completed act 2 on casual act 2 on casual difficulty completed act 3 on casual full act 3 on casual difficulty. Completed Law 4 on casual complete act 4 on casual difficulty. Completed Law 5 on casual full act 5 on
casual difficulty. Mercenary Complete all acts on casual difficulty. Completed act 1 on hardcore full act 1 on hardcore difficulty. Hardcore. Act 2 on hardcore complete act 2 on hardcore difficulty. Completed act 3 on hardcore complete act 3 on hardcore difficulty. Completed act 5 on hardcore complete act 5 on hardcore
difficulty. Completed act 1 on the complete madness act 1 on the crazy difficulty. Completed act 2 on the complete madness act 2 on the crazy difficulty. Completed act 3 on the complete madness act 3 on the crazy difficulty. Completed act 4 on the complete madness act 4 on the crazy difficulty. Completed act 5 on the
complete madness act 5 on the crazy difficulty. Commando Complete all acts on the crazy difficulty. Time to remember Recover a third of the cog tags (in any difficulty). Honor-bound Recover two-thirds of cog labels (in any difficulty). For the fallen recover all cog labels (in any difficulty). My love for you is like a truck
defeating a berserker in hardcore difficulty. Broken fingers knock down a corpse in hardcore difficulties. A dish best served cold defeat General RAAM in hardcore difficulty. Zen and the art of recharging Perform 25 perfect active top-ups (in any difficulty). Zen and art part 2 Perform 5 perfect active top-ups in a row (in any
difficulty). Clusterluck Kill 3 enemies at once 10 different times (in any difficulty). Secret Gamerpic successfully completed the campaign mode in the crazy difficulty scene to unlock a secret gamerpic, which has the symbol of the red gear behind Marcus. Secret Gamerpic 3 successfully complete any qualifier against
mach to unlock a secret gamerpic with Marcus running in the rain. Secret Gamerpic 2 Get the Serious... achieving 10,000 total deaths against matches classified to unlock a secret Gamerpic. Mad Difficulty beat the whole game in Casual or Hardcore to unlock the crazy difficulty. Difficulty.
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